Abstract. We prove an L d/2 energy gap result for Yang-Mills connections on principal Gbundles, P , over arbitrary, closed, Riemannian, smooth manifolds of dimension d ≥ 2. We apply our version of the Lojasiewicz-Simon gradient inequality [17, Theorem 21.8 
then A is a flat connection.
The notation in Theorem 1.1 and throughout our Introduction is standard [15, 19, 20] , but explained in Section 2. The quantity appearing in (1.1), F A L d/2 (X) , depends on the Riemannian metric, g, only through its conformal equivalence class.
Previous energy gap results for Yang-Mills connections [10, 11, 14, 15, 22, 38] all require some positivity hypothesis on the curvature tensor, Riem g , of a Riemannian metric, g, on the manifold, X. The intuition underlying our proof of Theorem 1.1 is rather that an energy gap must exist because otherwise one could have non-minimal Yang-Mills connections with L d/2 -energy arbitrarily close to zero and this should violate the analyticity of the Yang-Mills L 2 -energy functional, as manifested in the Lojasiewicz-Simon gradient inequality established by the author for arbitrary d ≥ 2 in [17, Theorem 21.8] and by Råde in [41, Proposition 7.2] when d = 2, 3. The existence of non-minimal Yang-Mills connections when d = 4 was proved by Sibner, Sibner, and Uhlenbeck [44] for the case of X = S 4 with its standard round metric of radius one, G = SU(2), and P = S 4 × SU (2) .
In the setting of four-dimensional manifolds, the author [16] established L 2 -energy gap results for Yang-Mills connections that also do not require any positivity hypothesis on Riem g . Our previous results [16 and conclude that F + A ≡ 0 on X and A is necessarily anti-self-dual with respect to the metric g (and thus an absolute minimum of the Yang-Mills L 2 -energy functional). By reversing orientations on X, one obtains the analogous conclusion that F − A ≡ 0 on X and A is necessarily self-dual when F − A is L 2 small. However, [16, Corollary 1.5] does require that g is generic in the sense of [15, 19] and that G, P and X obey at least one of three combinations of mild conditions involving the topology of P and X, the representation variety of π 1 (X) in G, the choice of G, and the nonexistence of flat connections on P . Our Theorem 1.1 extends the main results of our companion article [16] to the case of arbitrary dimensions d ≥ 2. where Riem g is the Riemann curvature tensor, Ric g is the Ricci curvature tensor defined by g and {F A , ·} : Ω 2 (X; adP ) → Ω 2 (X; adP ) is defined in [10, Equation (3.7) ], so {F A , v} is a bilinear, pointwise, universal combination of F A and v ∈ Ω 2 (X; adP ), the operation • is defined in [10, Equation (3.8) ], and Ric g ∧I is defined in [10, Equation (3.9) ]. Thus, (Ric g ∧I + 2 Riem g ) ξ 1 ,ξ 2 ξ 3 = Ric g (ξ 1 )ξ 3 ∧ ξ 2 + ξ 1 ∧ Ric g (ξ 2 )ξ 3 + 2 Riem g (ξ 1 , ξ 2 )ξ 3 ∈ C ∞ (T X), ∀ ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ξ 3 ∈ C ∞ (T X).
When X = S d with its standard round metric of radius one, then [10, Corollary 3.14] (Ric g ∧I + 2 Riem g ) ξ 1 ,ξ 2 = 2(d − 2)ξ 1 ∧ ξ 2 , ∀ ξ 1 , ξ 2 ∈ C ∞ (T S d ).
In the penultimate paragraph prior to the statement of their [10, Theorem 5.26 ], Bourguignon and Lawson imply that these gap results continue to hold for a closed manifold, X, if the operator Ric g ∧I + 2 Riem g has a positive least eigenvalue, (1.5) Ric g ∧I + 2 Riem g ≥ λ g > 0, and the condition (1.2) is generalized to
This observation of Bourguignon and Lawson was improved by Gerhardt as [22, Theorem 1.2] by
replacing the L ∞ condition (1.6) with
for a positive constant, ε 0 , depending at most on λ g , the Sobolev constant of (X, g) for the embedding W 1,2 (X) ֒→ L 2d/(d−2) (X) (from [22, Equation (2.26)]), d, and the dimension of the Lie group, G. This result was also extended by him to the case where (X, g) is a complete, non-compact manifold [22 x , defined by the Riemannian metric, g, is positive at each point x ∈ X [9, p. 74]. (Here, we denote Λ 2 x = Λ 2 (T x X).) For such a metric, it is known that X must be a real homology sphere by a theorem of Gallot and Meyer [13, Theorem A.5] , [21] . Hence, the manifolds where one can apply the energy gap results of Bourguignon, Lawson, and Simons [10, 11] and Gerhardt [22] have very strong constraints on their topology.
Four-dimensional Riemannian manifolds.
When X is the four-dimensional sphere, S 4 , with its standard round metric of radius one, the energy gap result of Bourguignon and Lawson [ 
and Ω 2 (X; adP ) = Ω + (X; adP ) ⊕ Ω − (X; adP ), and the resulting Bochner-Weitzenböck formulae for the restrictions of the Hodge Laplacian,
namely [19, Equation (6.26) 
with the analogous formula for 2d
A v when v ∈ Ω − (X; adP ). In [11, Theorem 5.4 ], Bourguignon, Lawson, and Simons asserted that if X is the sphere, S 4 , with its standard round metric of radius one, and A is a Yang-Mills connection on a principal G-bundle, P , over S 4 such that More generally, for a smooth Riemannian metric, g, on a four-dimensional, oriented manifold, X, let R g (x) denote its scalar curvature at a point x ∈ X and let W ± g (x) ∈ End(Λ ± x ) denote its self-dual and anti-self-dual Weyl curvature tensors at x, where Λ 2
Bourguignon and Lawson prove [10, Theorem 5.26 ] that if X is a closed, four-dimensional, oriented, smooth manifold endowed with a Riemannian metric, g, with vanishing self-dual Weyl curvature (W + g ≡ 0 on X), positive scalar curvature, R g > 0 on X, and A is a Yang-Mills connection on a principal G-bundle, P , over X whose curvature, F A , obeys the pointwise bound,
then F + A ≡ 0 on X and A is anti-self-dual with respect to the metric, g. By reversing orientations on X, one obtains the analogous conclusion that F − A ≡ 0 on X and A is necessarily self-dual with respect to the metric, g, when |F
The result [10, Theorem 5.26] due to Bourguignon and Lawson was extended by Min-Oo [38, Theorem 2] , in the sense that the pointwise condition (1.11) and assumption that W + g ≡ 0 on X were relaxed to the L 2 -energy condition,
≤ ε, for a closed manifold, X, for which Riem g obeys the positivity condition,
As usual, the analogous conclusion for that F
and Riem g obeys the positivity condition,
follows by reversing orientations on X. Unfortunately, the hypothesis (1.13) also imposes strong constraints on the topology of X, as the Bochner-Weitzenböck formula (1.9) implies that the dimension of the vector space of harmonic, real, self-dual two-forms is zero. Hence, b + (X) = 0 and the bilinear intersection form, Q on the cohomology group, H 2 (X; Z), is negative definite [15, Section 1.1.6].
As we already described, we have extended the result [38, Theorem 2] of Min-Oo in our [16, Theorem 1.4 and Corollary 1.5] by removing the positivity conditions (1.13) and (1.14) .
Extensions of [38, Theorem 2] to the case where (X, g) is a complete, non-compact, oriented Riemannian, smooth manifold have been obtained by Dodziuk and Min-Oo [14] , Shen [43] , and Xin [53].
1.3. Further research. We discuss possible extensions of Theorem 1.1 and potential applications of our method of proof to other problems in geometric analysis and mathematical physics.
Complete non-compact Riemannian manifolds.
It is possible that Theorem 1.1 might extend to the setting of complete, non-compact Riemannian manifolds (that do not admit conformal compactifications), thus generalizing the previous results in this setting due to Dodziuk and Min-Oo [14] , Gerhardt [22] , Shen [43] , and Xin [53] . However, it is likely that any such extensions would be fairly technical in nature. One obstacle lies in the required generalization of the Lojasiewicz-Simon gradient inequality from the setting of compact to complete manifolds and that would probably entail restrictions on the allowable ends of X, such as the cylindrical ends employed by Morgan, Mrowka, and Ruberman [39] and Taubes [46] , together with their use of weighted Sobolev spaces adapted to such cylindrical ends [30] . [7] on Willmore surfaces (critical points of the Willmore energy functional), older results on harmonic maps, such those of Xin [52] , and elsewhere. The Lojasiewicz-Simon gradient inequality, originally due to Simon [45] , has now been established in great generality (see Huang [26] or our monograph [17] for surveys and references), so it is reasonable to expect that the methods of our article may extend beyond their present context in Yang-Mills gauge theory, particularly in situations where previous results have relied on Bochner-Weitzenböck formulae and positive curvature hypotheses. While analyticity of the energy functional is required by the Lojasiewicz-Simon gradient inequality, there are other gradient inequalities which do not require analyticity [26] .
1.4. Outline. In Section 2, we establish our notation and recall basic definitions in gauge theory over Riemannian manifolds required for the remainder of this article. Section 3 reviews essential background material concerning flat connections on principal G-bundles, including Uhlenbeck compactness of the moduli space of flat connections in Section 3.3 and a special case (Corollary 3.3) of our Lojasiewicz-Simon gradient inequality for the Yang-Mills L 2 -energy functional [17, Theorem 21.8] . In Section 4, we recall results due to Uhlenbeck concerning an a priori estimate for the curvature of a Yang-Mills connection [48] and the existence of a local Coulomb gauge for a connection, A, with L d/2 -small curvature, F A [47] . Section 5 contains the statement of Theorem 5.1, again due to Uhlenbeck [49] , which provides existence of a flat connection, Γ, on P given a Sobolev connection on P with L p small curvature (when p > (dim X)/2), a global gauge transformation, u, of A to Coulomb gauge with respect to Γ, and a Sobolev norm estimate for the distance between A and Γ. Because the justification of Theorem 5.1 provided in [49] is rather brief (in particular, the estimates (5.3)) and because Theorem 5.1 plays an essential role in our proof of our main result, Theorem 1.1, we include more details concerning its proof in Sections 5 and 6. We complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 in Section 7.
Appendix A contains proofs (or summaries) of several results described in this article that simplify considerably under the assumption of additional hypotheses, including Theorem 1.1 in Section A.1 (under a certain positive curvature hypothesis); the estimates (5.3) of the Sobolev distance between A and a flat connection, Γ, in Section A.2 (under the hypothesis that the Hodge Laplacian for Γ on Ω 2 (X; adP ) has vanishing kernel); and the first part of Theorem 5.1 in Section A.3 (existence of a flat connection under the hypothesis that P supports a smooth connection with L ∞ small curvature).
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Preliminaries
We shall generally adhere to the now standard gauge-theory conventions and notation of Donaldson and Kronheimer [15] , Freed and Uhlenbeck [19] , and Friedman and Morgan [20] ; those references and our monograph [17] also provide the necessary background for our article.
Throughout our article, G denotes a compact Lie group and P a smooth principal G-bundle over a closed, smooth manifold, X, of dimension d ≥ 2 and endowed with Riemannian metric, g. We denote Λ l := Λ l (T * X) for integers l ≥ 1 and Λ 0 = X × R, and let adP := P × ad g denote the real vector bundle associated to P by the adjoint representation of G on its Lie algebra, Ad : G ∋ u → Ad u ∈ Aut g, with fiber metric defined through the Killing form on g. Given a C ∞ reference connection, A 1 , on P , we let
denote the covariant derivative [15, Equation (2.1.1)] and exterior covariant derivative [15, Equation (2.1.12)] associated with A 1 , respectively. We write the set of non-negative integers as N and abbreviate Ω l (X; adP ) := C ∞ (X; Λ l ⊗ adP ), the Fréchet space of C ∞ sections of Λ l ⊗ adP . We denote the Banach space of sections of Λ l ⊗ adP of Sobolev class W k,q , for any k ∈ N and
where A is a connection on P of Sobolev class W k,q , for an integer k ≥ 1 and Sobolev exponent q ≥ 1 obeying (k + 1)q > d, and curvature [15, Equation (2.1.13)],
A connection, A on P , is a critical point of E g -and by definition a Yang-Mills connection with respect to the metric g -if and only if it obeys the Yang-Mills equation with respect to the metric g, In the sequel, constants are generally denoted by C (or C( * ) to indicate explicit dependencies) and may increase from one line to the next in a series of inequalities. We write ε ∈ (0, 1] to emphasize a positive constant that is understood to be small or K ∈ [1, ∞) to emphasize a constant that is understood to be positive but finite.
Flat connections and the Lojasiewicz-Simon gradient inequality
In this section, we recall some background material concerning flat connections on principal Gbundles that will be useful in the sequel. Section 3.1 reviews related existence and non-existence results for flat connections. Section 3.2 recalls the well-known equivalent characterizations of flat connections. In Section 3.3, we describe Uhlenbeck's Weak Compactness Theorem for connections with L p bounds on curvature (when p > (dim X)/2) and the resulting Uhlenbeck compactness of the moduli space of flat connections on a principal G-bundle, P , for a compact Lie group, G. Finally, in Section 3.4 we review our Lojasiewicz-Simon gradient inequality (Theorem 3.2) for the Yang-Mills L 2 -energy functional, previously established in our monograph [17] .
3.1. Existence and non-existence of flat connections. To set Theorem 1.1 in context, it is interesting to consider previous work on the existence of flat connections on principal G-bundle, P , or an associated vector bundle, E, over a closed, connected, oriented, smooth manifold, X, of dimension d ≥ 2. If a real (or complex) vector bundle over X admits a flat connection, then all its Pontrjagin (or Chern) classes with rational coefficients are zero [37, Appendix C, Corollary 2, p. 308]. Hence, the vanishing of characteristic classes with rational coefficients of an associated vector bundle, E is a necessary, but not sufficient condition for existence of flat connections on E or P .
Aside from trivial non-existence results implied by the Chern-Weil formula, the first nonexistence result for flat connections is due to Milnor [35] , who considered the case of d = 2 and [34] , who showed that if G is a real semisimple Lie group, then G has no left-invariant, torsion-free flat affine connection, generalizing an earlier result of Milnor [36] . The sphere, S d , does not admit a torsion-free flat affine connection for d ≥ 2 because the fundamental group of S d is not infinite [3, 5] .
Suppose now that E is a holomorphic vector bundle over a compact, connected Riemann surface, Σ. A result due to Weil says that E admits a flat connection if and only if each direct summand of E is of degree zero [51] , [4, Theorem 10, p. 203] . This criterion for the existence of flat connections was extended by Azad and Biswas [6] to holomorphic principal G-bundles, P , over Σ, where G is a connected reductive linear algebraic group over Σ. More generally, Biswas and Subramanian [8] give a criterion for the existence of a flat connection on a principal G-bundle, P , over a projective manifold, Z, when the structure group, G, is not reductive. For a survey of research on existence of flat connections on principal bundle or associated vector bundles over complex manifolds, we refer the reader to Azad and Biswas [6] and Biswas and Subramanian [8] .
Flat bundles.
Returning to the setting of connections on a principal G-bundle, P , over a real manifold, X, we recall the equivalent characterizations of flat bundles [27, Section 1.2] , that is, bundles admitting a flat connection.
Let G be a Lie group and P be a smooth principal G-bundle over a smooth manifold, X. Let {U α } be an open cover of X with local trivializations, τ α : P ↾ U α ∼ = U α ×G. Let g αβ : U α ∩U β → G be the family of transition functions defined by {U α , τ α }. A flat structure in P is given by {U α , τ α } such that the g αβ are all constant maps. A connection in P is said to be flat if its curvature vanishes identically. (1) P admits a flat structure, (2) P admits a flat connection, (3) P is defined by a representation π 1 (X) → G.
Given a flat structure on P , we may construct a flat connection, Γ, on P using the zero local connection one-forms, γ α ≡ 0 on U α , for each α as in [27, Equation (1.2.1 ′ )] and observing that the compatibility conditions [27, Equation (1.1.16)],
are automatically obeyed. 
where
) is the sequence of local local connection one-forms defined by the product connection, Θ, on
We can now appeal to a patching result for sequences of connections and local gauge transformations, for example [15, Corollary 4.4.8] (which applies to a manifold X of arbitrary dimension conclude that, after passing to a subsequence, there is a sequence of global gauge transformations, u n ∈ Aut(P ), of class
for some flat connection, Γ ∞ , of class W 1,q on P . This conclusion could also be deduced from [47, Theorem 1.5], noting that we obtain strong rather than weak convergence here because the local convergence over each ball B ρ (x α ) is trivially strong (since the local connection one-forms are identically zero with respect to suitable trivializations of P ↾ B ρ (x α )).
3.4. Lojasiewicz-Simon gradient inequality on a Sobolev neighborhood of a flat connection. Our Lojasiewicz-Simon gradient inequality for the Yang-Mills L 2 -energy functional is one of the key technical ingredients underlying the proof of our Theorem 1.1. We recall the statement we shall need from [17] . 
where p ′ ∈ (1, ∞) is the dual exponent defined by 1/p + 1/p ′ = 1 and E (A) is given by (2.1).
By virtue of the compactness of the moduli space, M (P ), of gauge-equivalence classes of flat connections on P , described in Section 3.3, we can deduce the following corollary to Theorem 3.2. 
In particular, if A is a Yang-Mills connection, then (3.4) implies that A is necessarily flat. Hence, the proof of our main result, Theorem 1.1, will be complete provided we can show that a W 1,p connection, A, with L p -small enough curvature is W 1,p Γ (X)-close enough to some flat connection, Γ, on P , for p as in Corollary 3.3. We shall discuss the statement and proof of the latter result in Section 5.
Connections with L d/2 -small curvature and a priori estimates for Yang-Mills connections
In this section we review several key results due to Uhlenbeck concerning an a priori estimate for the curvature of a Yang-Mills connection [48] and existence of a local Coulomb gauge for a connection with L d/2 -small curvature [47] . 
where n is the outward-pointing unit normal vector field on ∂B, and 
As Uhlenbeck notes in [48, Section 3, first paragraph], Theorem 4.5 continues to hold for geodesic balls in a manifold X endowed a non-flat Riemannian metric, g. The only difference in this more general situation is that the constants K and ε will depend on bounds on the Riemann curvature tensor, R, over B 2ρ (x 1 ) and the injectivity radius at x 1 ∈ X. Therefore, by employing a finite cover of X by geodesic balls, B ρ (x i ), of radius ρ ∈ (0, Inj(X, g)/4] and applying Theorem 4.5 to each ball B 2ρ (x i ), we obtain a global version. 
Global existence of a flat connection and a Sobolev distance estimate
In 
with the following significance. Let A be a W 1,p connection on a principal G-bundle P over X. If
then the following hold:
(1) (Existence of a flat connection) There exists a flat connection, Γ, on P ; (2) (Existence of a global Coulomb gauge transformation) There exists a W 2,p gauge transformation, u ∈ Aut(P ), such that
(3) (Estimate of Sobolev distance to the flat connection) One has
The estimates (5.3) may be expressed in a more invariant way that is also more suggestive of the relevance of versions of the Lojasiewicz-Simon gradient inequality (compare Huang
The proof of Theorem 5.1 given in [49] is brief, so we shall provide more details in this section and in Section 6; our concern is to explain the origin of the estimate (5.3) more fully. The proof of the remaining items in Theorem 5.1 follows by standard arguments (see [15, 19] ), though we include the details for completeness. ) for a sequence of W 1,p connections, {A n } i∈N , on P with a uniform L p (X) bound on their curvatures, F An , and observes 1 that this implies the existence of a flat connection, Γ, on P and a W 2,p gauge transformation, u ∈ Aut(P ), such that u(A) is weakly W 1,p Γ (X) close to Γ and (strongly) L q (X) close to A ∞ by virtue of the Kondrachev-Rellich compact embedding
Since p > d/2 (and thus dp/(d − p) > 2p > d) by hypothesis in Theorem 5.1, we may restrict the preceding Sobolev exponent, q, to one obeying
To see the existence of a flat connection on P , one argues by contradiction. Suppose that for every ε ∈ (0, 1], there exists a W 1,p connection, A, on P such that F A L p (X) ≤ ε but P does not support a flat connection. Therefore, we may choose a sequence of W 1,p connections, {A n } n∈N on P , such that
Uhlenbeck's Weak Compactness Theorem [47, Theorem 1.5] for sequences of W 1,p connections yields the existence of subsequence, also denoted {A n } n∈N , a sequence of W 2,p gauge transformations, {u n } n∈N ⊂ Aut(P ), and a W 1,p connection, Γ on P , such that as n → ∞,
But [47, Theorem 1.5] also implies that
and so
Hence, F Γ ≡ 0 a.e. on X, that is, Γ is necessarily flat, a contradiction. Thus, ε ∈ (0, 1] exists, as claimed. This completes the proof of Item (1) Suppose that u ∈ Aut(P ) is a C ∞ gauge transformation which brings a C ∞ connection, A, into Coulomb gauge with respect to Γ. Thus,ã := u(A)−Γ ∈ Ker d * Γ ∩Ω 1 (X; adP ) and a := A−Γ ∈ Ω 1 (X; adP ) are related by
following the convention of the action on A ∈ A (P ) by u ∈ Aut(P ) in [47, p. 33] , or equivalently,
Therefore, given a connection, A, of class W 1,p on P , we seek u ∈ Aut(P ) of class W 
where we write u = e χ ∈ W 1,q Γ (X; AdP ), for χ ∈ W 1,q Γ (X; adP ), via the exponential map for the Lie group, G. The differential of the map, Ψ, at (χ, a) = (0, 0) is given by
We denote the Green's operator for the Laplacian,
Γ (X; adP ). Writing DΨ = −d Γ + id, we see that the left inverse of DΨ is given by
Hence, the Inverse Function Theorem (for example, [1, Theorem 2.
for a small enough open ball, B, centered at the origin, such that (5.5) holds with u = e χ . (For a C 2 map, Ψ, the Quantitative Inverse Function Theorem -for example, [1, Proposition 2.5.6] -yields precise bounds on the radii of the balls centered at the origin in the domain and range.) To show that u ∈ W 2,p Γ (X; AdP ), it remains to appeal to regularity theory for weak solutions, u = e χ ∈ W 1,q Γ (X; AdP ) and χ ∈ W 1,q Γ (X; adP ), to the quasilinear second-order elliptic partial differential equation,
with coefficient a ∈ W 1,p (X; Λ 1 ⊗ adP ). Expanding the preceding equation and applying the sign convention implied by [50, Section 6.1] for integers l ≥ 1,
with the formal adjoint of the exterior covariant derivative [15, Equation (2.1.24)] in place of the exterior derivative, and applying the definition of exterior covariant derivative [15, Equation (2.1.12)], we see that u is a weak solution to
2 Given a, b ∈ Ω 1 (X; adP ), we write a ∧ b for the combination of wedge product of one-forms and Lie bracket of their Lie algebra coefficients. that is,
Recall that W 1,q (X) ֒→ C(X) is a continuous embedding by [ 
is a continuous embedding (since p > q/2) and the following Sobolev multiplication maps are continuous,
we see from (5.7) that u is a weak solution to the linear second-order elliptic partial differential equation, 
Thus, by examining all terms except d * Γ d Γ u in equation (5.7), we again obtain v ∈ L p (X; AdP ) and hence u ∈ W 
We have r * > q, since r * = dq/(2d − q) > dq/(2d − d) = q, and thus an improvement in regularity for u. Consequently, we can iterate in the usual way until q/2 ≥ d and the first or second regularity cases apply to give u ∈ W This completes the proof of Item (2) in Theorem 5.1.
Estimate of the Sobolev distance to the flat connection
The proof of Theorem A.3 due to Yang relies heavily on Proposition 6.1 below due to Uhlenbeck. We shall use Proposition 6.1 and its Corollary 6.4, also due to Uhlenbeck, to prove the desired estimate (5.3) on the Sobolev distance to the flat connection in Item (3) 
In particular, the principal G-bundle defined by {g αβ } is isomorphic to the principal G-bundle defined by {h αβ }. We note from the proof of Proposition 6.1 in [47] that one may take ρ 1 = id (the identity element in G), where α = 1 ∈ I = {1, . . . , k} and that its proof follows from [47 
for η > 0 then, in addition to the bounds (6.2), the maps, ρ α , satisfy
Proof. We know already from Proposition 6.1 that the ρ α satisfy the bounds (6.2), and so it suffices to prove (6.4). Write the index set as I = {1, . . . , k} and recall from the proofs of [47, Proposition 3.2 and Corollary 3.3] that
and, for 2 ≤ β ≤ k,
and
where, following the proof of [47, Proposition 3.2] , there is a C ∞ partition of unity, {ϕ α } α∈I for X, such that (i) ϕ α = 1 on V α and supp ϕ α ⊂ U α , for all α ∈ I , and (ii) ϕ β = 0 on
Therefore, using that facts that exp −1 : G 0 → g is a diffeomorphism onto an open neighborhood of the origin in g with exp −1 (id) = 0 and differential (D exp −1 ) id : T id G = g ∼ = g given by the identity map [12, Proposition 1.3.1], we can use the expression (6.5) to estimate the L p (V β ) norms of the first two covariant derivatives of the maps, ρ 1 = id and ρ β for 2 ≤ β ≤ k, via the chain rule and pointwise bounds,
where c = c(d, g, G) ∈ [1, ∞), and (6.7)
and the fact that ρ β = id on V β \ (∪ 1≤α<β ∩ V α ). Because ϕ β = 1 on V β , we obtain from (6.6),
Therefore, by induction, we have
Similarly, from (6.7) we find that
Therefore, by induction and substituting the L 2p (V β ) bound (6.8) for ∇ρ β , we have
Using the Sobolev embedding
.12]) with embedding constant depending on d, g, p and V α ∩ V β , we obtain
Combining the bounds (6.8) on ∇ρ β L p (V β ) and (6.9) on ∇ 2 ρ β L p (V β ) with our hypothesis (6.3) on the W 1,p (U α ∩ U β ) norms of dg αβ and dh αβ now completes the proof of Corollary 6.4. 6.2. Sobolev estimates for transition functions of a principal bundle with a connection of L p small curvature. The next step in our proof of the estimate (5.3) is to describe Sobolev estimates for the transition functions of a principal G-bundle, P , endowed with a W 1,p connection, A. Indeed, once we have established estimates for the W 2,p (U α ∩ U β ; G) Sobolev norms of transition function functions, {g αβ } α,β∈I , defined by local Coulomb gauges over U α for a W 1,p , connection, A, in terms of L p (U α ) norms of the curvature, F A , we can then apply Corollary 6.4 to estimate the W 2,p (V α ; G) Sobolev norms of the local bundle maps, {ρ α } α∈I , in terms of L p (U α ) norms of the curvature, F A .
Lemma 6.5 (Sobolev estimates for transition functions of a principal G-bundle with a W 1,p  connection) . Let G be a compact Lie group, X be a compact manifold of dimension d ≥ 2 endowed with a Riemannian metric, g, and p > d/2. Let A be a W 1,p connection on P and U = {U α } α∈I be a finite open cover of X and σ α : U α → P be a set of local sections such that
, where the C α ∈ [1, ∞) are constants. Let {g αβ } α,β∈I be the corresponding set of W 2,p (U α ∩U β ; G) transition functions with respect to the set of local sections, {σ α } α∈I , so
Then there exists a constant,
Proof. The local connection one-forms,
where the positive constant, c, depends at most on G, and this gives (6.11a) .
For an open subset, U ⊂ X, we have a continuous multiplication map
In practice, we will also have the local Coulomb gauge condition, d * σ * α A = 0 a.e. on Uα, where d denotes the covariant exterior derivative defined by the product connection on Uα × G, but this is not required as a hypothesis in this elementary lemma.
where K α = K(d, g, p, U α ) ∈ [1, ∞) denotes the Sobolev embedding constant. This gives (6.11b) and completes the proof of Lemma 6.5.
6.3. Estimate of Sobolev distance to the flat connection. We now have everything we need to complete the proof of the estimate (5.3). (3) Let Γ be the flat connection on P provided by Item (1) in Theorem 5.1. Let {σ 0 α } α∈I be the set of local sections, σ 0 α : U α → P , defined by parallel translation of points in the fibers, p α ∈ P | xα , along radial geodesics emanating from the ball centers, x α , and {g 0 αβ } α,β∈I be the corresponding set of constant local transition functions, so
Proof of Item
The local sections, σ 0 α : U α → P , identify the flat connection, Γ on P ↾ U α , with the product connection on U α × G, and the zero local connection one-forms,
Hence, we can apply Theorem 4.1 (when p < d) and Corollary 4.4 (when d ≤ p < ∞) to produce, {ρ −1 α } α∈I , a set of maps, ρ −1 α : U α → G, taking the set of local sections, {σ 0 α } α∈I , of P to a set, {σ α } α∈I , of (product Coulomb gauge) local sections of P , so σ α : U α → P , and therefore (6.14) σ 0 α = σ α ρ α on U α , and the constant transition functions, {g 0 αβ } α,β∈I , to transition functions, {g αβ } α,β∈I , and thus
The sections, σ α , have the Coulomb gauge property with respect to the product connection on
We may assume without loss of generality (because the local sections in Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.4 may be rotated by constants in G) that
The hypothesis (6.10) in Lemma 6.5 that
, is assured by Theorem 4.1 (when p < d) and Corollary 4.4 (when d ≤ p < ∞), for the set, {σ α } α∈I , of local sections, σ α : U α → P , and corresponding set of local transition functions, {g αβ } α,β∈I . For small enough ε = ε(d, g, G, p) ∈ (0, 1], the inequalities (6.13), the estimates (6.11) in Lemma 6.5, the continuous Sobolev embedding, 
Consequently, the hypothesis (6.1) of Proposition 6.1 and Corollary 6.4 is satisfied.
The local connection one-forms,
are related through (6.14) by
The estimate (6.4a) in Corollary 6.4 for ∇ρ L p (Vα) , the inequalities 
for the smaller open cover, V = {V α } α∈I , produced by Proposition 6.1. Taking the covariant derivative of the pointwise identity (6.16) yields
The estimates (6.4) in Corollary 6.4 for ∇ρ L p (Vα) and ∇ 2 ρ L p (Vα) , the inequalities (6.17), the Sobolev multiplication, 4.12] , and the preceding pointwise identity imply that
Combining the preceding L p (V α ) estimates for a 0 α = (σ 0 α ) * (A − Γ) and ∇a 0 α yields
. By combining these local W 
(1) (Existence of a flat connection) There exists a flat connection, Γ, on P ; (2) (Existence of a global Coulomb gauge transformation) There exists a C ∞ gauge transformation, u ∈ Aut(P ), such that 
Proof. For any p ≥ 1, the estimate (4.7) in Corollary 4.6 yields
, where the exponent r obeys d/2 < 2 < r ≤ ∞ and the constant λ ∈ (0, 1) is defined by 1/2 = λ/(d/2) + (1 − λ)/r. We may choose r = ∞ and thus λ = d/4 for d = 2, 3 to give
(by Corollary 4.6), and thus
Therefore, by combining (7.3), (7.4) , and (7.5), we obtain
Hence, the preceding inequality and the hypothesis (1.1), namely We can now finally complete the Proof of Theorem 1.1. For small enough ε = ε(d, g, G) ∈ (0, 1], Corollary 7.1 provides a flat connection, Γ on P , a C ∞ gauge transformation, u ∈ Aut(P ), and the estimate (7.2),
The preceding inequality ensures that the hypothesis (3.3) of Corollary 3.3 holds,
. The latter condition is ensured in turn by the hypothesis (1.1), namely
will suffice. The Lojasiewicz-Simon gradient inequality, Corollary 3.3, now implies that
The preceding inequality is gauge-invariant and thus also holds for A in place of u(A). But A is a Yang-Mills connection, so d * A F A = 0 on X and E (A) = 1 2 F A L 2 (X) = 0 by (2.1) and thus A must be a flat connection.
Appendix A. Alternative proofs under simplifying hypotheses
The proofs of several results described in this article simplify considerably under the assumption of additional hypotheses. We discuss these simpler proofs in this section.
A.1. Bochner-Weitzenböck formula and existence of an L d/2 -energy gap. When the articles by Bourguignon, Lawson, and Simons [10, 11] were developed, the a priori estimate (Theorem 4.5) due to Uhlenbeck for the curvature, F A , of Yang-Mills connection, A, had not yet been published. In particular, their energy gap results are phrased in terms of L ∞ rather than L d/2 small enough curvature, F A . However, a priori estimates for Yang-Mills connections were incorporated by Donaldson and Kronheimer in the proof of their L 2 -energy gap result [15, Lemma 2.3.24] for a Yang-Mills connection over the four-dimensional sphere, S 4 , with its standard round metric of radius one. In this subsection, we describe the minor modifications required to extend their result to the case of a closed Riemannian manifold, X, of dimension d ≥ 2 and whose curvature obeys the positivity condition (1.5). This result, with a proof that is somewhat different to that of [15 
If (1.5) holds, then the preceding inequality simplifies to give
where c is a positive constant depending at most on the Riemannian metric, g. But F A L d/2 (X) ≤ ε by hypothesis (1.1) and if ε = ε(d, g) ∈ (0, 1] is sufficiently small, then Corollary 4.6 and the preceding inequality yield
But from (7.6) we have
Combining the preceding inequality with (A.1) gives 
and so one has an a priori estimate (this is well-known but see [17] and references therein),
Define a Sobolev exponent, r, by 1/p = 1/q + 1/r, where d ≤ q ≤ 2p and 2p ≤ r ≤ dp/(d − p). The Hölder inequality then yields If d < p < ∞, one again applies the argument for the case d/2 ≤ p < d mutatis mutandis but now using the Sobolev embedding W 1,p (X) ֒→ L ∞ (X) and the Hölder inequality with r in the range 2p ≤ r ≤ ∞ defined by 1/p = 1/q + 1/r, where p ≤ q ≤ 2p.
Remark A.2 (On the assumption (A.2) that ∆ Γ has zero kernel). In general, we do not know that Ker ∆ Γ ∩Ω 2 (X; adP ) = 0 unless we assume a technical hypothesis for P that this kernel vanishing condition holds for all flat connections, Γ, on P or else assume a topological hypothesis for X, such as π 1 (X) = {1}, so P ∼ = X × G if and only if P is flat [15, Theorem 2.2.1]. In the latter case, Γ is gauge-equivalent to the product connection and Ker ∆ Γ ∼ = H 2 (X; R), so an additional hypothesis for X that H 2 (X; Z) = 0 would ensure the kernel vanishing condition (A.2).
A.3. Existence of a flat connection when the curvature of the given connection is L ∞ small. In [54] , Yang observed that if one assumes that the given connection, A on P , is smooth and has L ∞ small curvature (rather than just L p small curvature for p > d/2), then one can give a more elementary (albeit lengthier) proof of Item (1) In particular, the bundle defined by {g αβ } is isomorphic to the flat bundle defined by {g 0 αβ }. 
